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   I am on the phone to my Aunt in Glasgow when I shout, “Bloody pine marten!” into her ear and 

jump up to the window. Outside, the pointed creature curls in fright towards my movement 

then leaps off the pile of timber and away. I am not sure what my Aunt makes of it as the 

conversation recovers without mention of my outburst. 

   It was a different story earlier.  

   The first sign that all was not as it should be was a low rumbling. I glance up towards the 

window, half expecting a wheelie bin to blow past – but in the space of an instant I am on my 

feet and racing towards the door. In those seconds, some part of my brain has registered that 

there is no wind, that it can’t be a wheelie bin; that the outside light has come on, which means 

the infrared sensor has picked up some animal movement; that I can see the pale tail-feathers of 

a hen on the other side of the ditch by the wee field where no hen should be at this time of night. 

   A small barn owl swoops fast and low under the glare of the floodlight, as I wrench open the 

front door. When I get to the henhouse though I pause. There is a hen in the open doorway and 

it seems to be sitting quietly. Then I realise that the glistening on the wooden ramp is not water 

and I rush forward to tug open the roof of the wee house.  

   The bright black eyes of a large pine marten turn straight towards me. It is heavier and more 

muscular than they appear from a distance. It moves like water, flowing outwards in all 

directions towards an escape route. I do not make any noise, but it knows it no longer has free 

rein and pours its sleek brown weight up the side, over the top and away into the darkness.  

   The hen I spotted from the house is standing, enraged, on the wooden pallets that function as a 

bridge over the ditch, so I turn my attention to the hen in the doorway. It is not moving. There is 

no sign of the other two hens.  I go back into the house to get a pair of gloves – I am assuming 

that the bird in the henhouse is a goner. However, when I return she is moving. I run back 

across the carpark and grab the old baby bath, last used as a water trough for the pigs. I fill it 

with wood shavings then crouch over the still prostrate hen, her head drooping slowly down 

towards the floor of the henhouse. 

   “Let’s see what you’ve got then,” I say gently and lean over, half expecting to reveal a mess 

when I pick her up. Yet when I look her over there is only a little damage to one of her legs. She 

is happy for me to place her in the cushioned baby bath. In the meantime, the other hen has 

started making her way tentatively towards us. I walk down the ditch and around the house 

looking for the missing birds – partly to see if they have managed to coorie in somewhere away 
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from the threat, and partly to make sure there are no nasty surprises for my children when they 

wake up in the morning.  

   Having washed the blood off the ramp in the ditch water, I put it back up at the house. Neither 

hen is capable of using it though, whether through shock or damage I can’t tell. I refresh the 

wood shavings inside the house in the hope that the smell of their recent ordeal will be masked, 

and then place them one by one in the nest boxes. Another quick scoot around fails to reveal the 

rest of the brood. 

   I lock our two remaining hens away, safely this time. We were told when we got hens that we 

would lose them to pine martens; this is an old tale. I confess I had prepared myself for the 

eventuality – in this instance I got off lightly in terms of cleaning up a mess. And I was curious – 

how bad could those sleekit brown beasties be? I did not deliberately leave the henhouse door 

open, nevertheless I was overly relaxed. It was well into autumn: I should have shut their door a 

couple of hours before. Well, now I know. 

   However, despite the adrenalin and the need to protect that I had felt earlier, I had not shouted 

at the pine marten. I just let it out. 

   I was excited to discover pine marten scat on the cement blocks holding down the kids’ 

trampoline just a few days before, to glimpse it lightfooting over the top of the stone wall in the 

spring, to watch it take tiny bounds across the grass below the bird table in the summer. The 

pine marten has a beating heart, and a stomach, and a survival instinct; it has a built-in 

blueprint that fights for life. I should not have expected it to pass on the open door of a 

henhouse. The sight of the animal did not fill me with horror, instead it caught my breath in a 

thrill. I do not blame it for eating the chickens. I eat chickens, for goodness sake.  

   We use the word ‘humane’ when referring to the morally acceptable means of despatching 

animals. It is ‘humane’, a human thing, to soften the blow of death, to prevent or minimise a 

creature’s suffering. It is a detail that the pine marten does not bother with. 

   As I go back into the house I am glad the kids are still watching their film, are so engrossed 

that they didn’t question why their mum sprinted out of the front door from a sitting start on 

the kitchen sofa. I briefly ponder telling them that two of the chickens have gone on holiday, but 

it does not sit right. We did not lie to them about where the pigs went, about where their 

sausages come from, so I will not lie to them about this. 

   As I shut my seven-year-old son’s curtains that night, I casually say, “There were only two hens 

in the house when I closed it tonight.”   
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He looks briefly panicked. “Will they die?” he asks. 

I pause before replying. “Well, maybe not. They might turn up in the morning,” 

Bracing myself, I carry on, “Or they might have been eaten by the pine marten. Do you 

remember what happened to the hens in Chicken Licken?”   

His eyes pinch slightly with the threat of tears, “Yes, they ALL got eaten.” 

“Yes, because that’s what foxes and pine martens do.”  

The pinching increases and with a slight tremble in his voice he asks, “But what about the eggs?  

We won’t get eggs now.” 

With some relief, because I can answer this one easily, I reply, “Oh we can get some more hens.” 

His face clears. ‘That’s alright then.” 

And that is that. He moves on. His concern, like the pine marten’s, was with his belly. 

   Later, after I have messaged the hen man and discovered he had a cancellation which means 

we can have three new hens arriving by the weekend, I look again at my son’s reaction. 

   I worry that his relationship with nature will be a selfish one, that he thinks as long as we can 

get what we need then there is nothing to worry about. At the same time, I am relieved that he is 

not upset about the hens – although I should not be surprised as he took the pigs’ departure in 

his stride too. The same well of tears began to open, until he asked if we could get more pigs. 

Thrown, I said, “Well, yes, we will at some point,” and, just as with the hens, that was fine and 

that was that.  

   When we first decided to keep pigs my father-in-law chuckled, “Ah well, many a crofter has 

ended up with a pig for a pet because he couldn’t go through with it.”  It says a little about my 

own nature that when he said that I dug my mental heels in, determined to prove him wrong. He 

may well have done me a service by accidentally goading my moral fortitude.  

   But I had already balanced the books of this transaction with nature in my head. Every step I 

take on this planet causes destruction to something else. If I sit on a moss-covered log I am 

undoubtedly crushing mites, spiders, larvae, flies, beetles. As I walk for the pleasure of walking 

the grass blades crushed by my boots do not get up again. We fell trees, chop them up and burn 

them to keep ourselves warm. We cut short the lives of flowers and place them in vases to 

decorate our rooms. There are countless levels of sentience on this planet and we worry about 

the ones that are most like our own – the ones we can perceive as in some way perceiving the 

world as we do. I choose not to eat meat that has been farmed industrially. I am eating an animal 
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that I have cared for, that has had room to breathe, to root, that has shelter and food. I am 

minimising my impact with my care. I am surviving, humanely. 

   When my partner comes in from work, I relay the evening’s shenanigans to him. He frowns, 

“Och, that’s a shame. It’ll be harder now to keep it away now it’s got a taste for the hens.” I think 

I will maybe leave it to another time to tell him that I have already organised the arrival of three 

more. Then he mutters about getting the shotgun. Even though he is joking, I bristle, “It’s not the 

pine marten’s fault I left the door open. Would you walk past a free buffet if you were needing 

food?” 

   We are caught between two worlds. One world is ringed by protection, it is built around our 

own survival. These are our hens; we care for them and in return we get eggs to eat – we will try 

to protect them from the teeth of the pine marten. The other world is theirs, and I view it with 

empathy. The value we place on life is based on our own limited perception of the world. Our 

right is not the only right.  

   That said, I will be shutting the door of the henhouse a little bit earlier tonight. 


